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Trane® launches all new series of premier air conditioning
solution - HW3 for residential segment
New air conditioning units are designed and prepared for Premier Performance
New Delhi, X August, 2015 - Trane, global leaders in Heating, Ventilation and Air
Conditioning (HVAC) systems and a brand of Ingersoll Rand, today announced the
launch of its all new air conditioner series – HW3. The next generation air conditioner
series from Trane optimize performance and enhance comfort, while providing energy
savings, lower installed costs, reliable indoor air quality and overall superior system
performance. The air conditioner series will be available in five variants in the price
range of Rs.32, 000 onwards.
This highly efficient and sustainable solution features a reliable gold condenser along
with best-in-class temperature reliability. The unit also offers innovative and expanded
system controls like self-clean mode which cleans the dust formation on the coil and
My Zone mode which enables you to maintain comfortable temperature around you by
sensor analyzing the temperature in your zone until the desired temperature level is
reached. This unit also offers Electronic Swing 4 way enabling airflow control at click of
a button.
Sudarshan Ananth, Territory Vice President and Business Head – HVAC &
Transport, Emerging Market and India Business Unit, Ingersoll Rand said, “We at
Ingersoll Rand are focused on building products to improve lives with innovative and
efficient solutions. Today, customers are looking for comfort centric systems and
solutions that are energy efficient, reliable, easy to maintain and with modern designs
that match their lifestyle. Our new launch of HW 3 series is in keeping with these
needs of our customers.”
The new range is designed with following feature offers higher efficiency than
conventional units, raising the bar for efficiency, sustainability and reliability:
•

All-copper Components

Guarantees long life of your AC. The Trane AC uses high reliability Copper Tube
Condenser, Evaporator & Interconnecting Pipes for longer life & better performance
•

52 Deg. Tested Machines

Energy-efficient, recognized brand compressor, which uses a Permanent Magnet (PM)
motor offering greater operating range & efficiency.
•

Gold Condenser

To give extra-long life, the outdoor condenser coil undergoes a special protective
treatment called golden Fin. Golden Fin provides greater resistance to damage from
salt and atmospheric corrosion. Golden Fin will last much longer than conventional
or untreated systems under any similar conditions.
•

Self-Clean

Self-clean can be started by one press of CLEAN button & it will remove the dust
accumulated quickly through condensate water giving you better airflow & long life.
•

My Zone

Unique function of Follow Me which when set enables you to maintain comfortable
temperature around you. A sensor keeps analyzing the temperature in your zone until
the desired temperature level is reached.
•

Electronic Swing 4 way

Don’t have to move every time to adjust the airflow direction, with a click of button you
can have airflow where you need.
•

R410 (Green Gas)

Green environment - friendly and efficient refrigerant
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About Trane, a brand of Ingersoll Rand
Ingersoll Rand (NYSE:IR) advances the quality of life by creating comfortable, sustainable and efficient
environments. Our people and our family of brands—including Club Car®, Ingersoll Rand®, Thermo
King® and Trane®—work together to enhance the quality and comfort of air in homes and buildings;
transport and protect food and perishables; and increase industrial productivity and efficiency. Ingersoll
Rand products range from complete compressed air systems, tools and pumps to material and fluid
handling systems. The diverse and innovative products, services and solutions enhance our customers'
energy efficiency, productivity and operations. We are a global business committed to a world of
sustainable progress and enduring results. For more information, visit www.ingersollrand.com or
www.ingersollrandproducts.com.
Trane solutions optimize indoor environments with a broad portfolio of energy efficient heating, ventilating
and air conditioning systems, building and contracting services, parts support and advanced control.
Trane, a global leader in heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems (HVAC) has launched a range of
Interactive Air conditioners & Interactive electronic locks for the India market. Trane has launched
products powered by the innovative ‘Trane Interactive Technology’ for Indian consumers by offering new
levels of home comfort and security. For more information visit www.traneindia.com
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